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Abstract Today, in general, embedded software is
distributed onto networks and structured into logical
components that interact asynchronously by exchanging
messages. The software system is connected to sensors,
actuators, human machine interfaces and networks. In
this paper we study fundamental models of composed
embedded software systems and their properties, iden-
tify and describe various basic views, and show how
they are related. We consider, in particular, models of
data, states, interfaces, functionality, hierarchically com-
posed systems, and processes. We study relationships by
abstraction and refinement as well as forms of composi-
tion and modularity. In particular, we introduce a com-
prehensive mathematical model and a corresponding
mathematical theory for composed systems, its essential
views and their relationships. We introduce two meth-
odologically essential, complementary and orthogonal
concepts for the structured modeling of multifunctional
embedded systems in software and systems engineering
and their scientific foundation. One approach addresses
mainly tasks in requirements engineering and the speci-
fication of the comprehensive user functionality of mul-
tifunctional systems in terms of their functions, features
and services. The other approach essentially addresses
the design phase with its task to develop logical archi-
tectures formed by networks of interactive components
that are specified by their interface behavior.
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Development of software in general, and in particular
of embedded software, is today one of the most com-
plex but at the same time most effective tasks in the
engineering of innovative applications. Software drives
innovation in many application domains. Modern soft-
ware systems are typically embedded in technical or
organizational processes, distributed, dynamic, and ac-
cessed concurrently by a variety of independent user
interfaces. Just by constructing appropriate software we
can provide engineering solutions that can calculate re-
sults, communicate messages, control devices, and illus-
trate and animate all kinds of information.
Making embedded systems and their development
more accessible and reducing their complexity in terms
of development, operation, and maintenance we use
classical concepts from engineering, namely abstraction,
the separation of issues, and appropriate ways of struc-
turing software. Well-chosen models and their theo-
ries support such concepts. Also software development
can be based on models of system behavior and, since
well-chosen models are a successful way to understand
software and hardware development, modeling is an
essential and crucial issue in software construction
(Fig. 1).
In the development of large, complex software sys-
tems it is simply impossible to provide one comprehen-
sive model for the system in only one step. Rather we:
• Specify a system or subsystem first in terms of its
functionality modeled by its interface, given in a
structured way in terms of a function hierarchy
• Add stepwise details by property refinement
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Fig. 1 Schematic
architecture of an embedded
system. Top: an abstract view;



































• Provide several views of the system in terms of states,
architecture and processes
• Decompose the system hierarchically into compo-
nents
• Construct a sequence of models on different levels
of abstraction
Each step in these activities introducesmodels, refines
them, verifies or integrates them. Figure 2 shows an ide-
alized process based onmodeling. The most remarkable
issue is the independence of the architecture verification
from its implementation, the modularity (mutual inde-
pendency) of the component implementation, and the
guaranteed correctness of the integration, which follows
as a theorem from the correctness of the architecture
and the correctness of each of the realizations of the
components.
2 Comprehensive system modeling theory
In this section we introduce a comprehensive system
model. It is aimed at distributed systems that interact
by asynchronous message exchange in a time frame. It
introduces the following views of systems:
• The data view, which introduces the fundamental
data types
• The syntactic interface view, which shows through
which events a system may interact with its environ-
ment
• The state view, where systems are modeled by state
machines with input and output
• The semantic interface view, where systems are mod-
eled in terms of their interaction with their environ-
ment
• The architecture view, where systems are modeled in
terms of their structuring into components
• The service view, where the overall functionality of a
large system is structured into a hierarchy of services
and sub-services
We introducemathematicalmodels to represent these
views. In the following chapters we show how these
views are related.
This is to be seen as the basis of a theory of mod-
eling for the engineering of software-intensive systems.
Figure 3 gives an overview of these views in terms of the
models that represent them.
2.1 The data model: algebras
Webelieve, likemanyothers, that data types (typing) are
a very helpful concept in structured modeling of appli-
cation domains and software structures (for details, see
[12]). From a mathematical point of view, a data model
consists of a heterogeneous algebra. Such algebras are
given by families of carrier sets and families of functions
(including predicates and thus relations). More techni-
cally, we assume a set TYPE of types (sometimes also
called sorts).
Given types we consider a set FUNCT of function
symbols with a predefined functionality (TYPE* stands
for the set of finite sequences over the set of types
TYPE)
fct : FUNCT → (TYPE* × TYPE)
The function fct associates with every function symbol
in FUNCT its domain types and its range type. Both
the sets TYPE and FUNCT provide only names for sets
and functions. The pair (TYPE, FUNCT) together with
the type assignment fct is often called the signature
of the algebra. The signature is the static (also called
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Types/sorts and characteristic functions
State transition model:




















Fig. 3 The structure of modeling elements
syntactic) part of a data model. Every algebra with a
signature (TYPE, FUNCT) provides a carrier set (a set
of data elements) for every type and a function of the
requested functionality for every function symbol. For
each type T ∈ TYPE we denote by CAR(T) its carrier
set. There are many ways to describe data models such
as algebraic specifications, E/R diagrams (see [29]) or
class diagrams.
2.2 Syntactic interfaces of systems and their
components
A system and also a system component is an active
information-processing unit that encapsulates a state
and communicates asynchronously with its environment
through its interface, syntactically characterized by a set
of input and output channels. This communication takes
place within a global (discrete) time frame. In this sec-
tion we introduce the notion of a syntactic interface of
systems and system components. The syntactic interface
models by which communication lines, which we call
channels, the systemor a systemcomponent is connected
to the environment and which messages are communi-
cated over the channels. We distinguish between input
and output channels.
The channels and their messages determine the inter-
action events that are possible for a system or a system
component. In the following sections we introduce sev-
eral views such as state machines, semantic interfaces
and architectures that all fit the syntactic interface view.
As we will see, each system can be used as a compo-
nent in a larger system and each component of a system
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is a system by itself. As a result there is no difference
between the notion of a system and that of a system
component.
2.2.1 Typed channels
In this section we introduce the concept of a typed chan-
nel. A typed channel is a directed communication line
over which messages of its specific type are communi-
cated.
A typed channel c is a pair c = (e,T) consisting of an
identifier e, called the channel identifier, and the type T,
called the channel type.
Let CID be a set of identifiers for channels. For a set
C ⊆ CID × TYPE
of typed channels we denote by SET(C) ⊆ CID its set
of channel identifiers:
SET(C) = {e ∈ CID : ∃T ∈ TYPE : (e,T) ∈ C}
A set C ⊆ CID × TYPE of typed channels is called a
typed channel set, if every channel identifier e ∈ SET(C)
has a unique type inC (in otherwords, we do not allow in
typed channel sets the same channel identifier to occur
twice with different types). Formally, we assume for a
typed channel set:
(c,T1) ∈ C ∧ (c,T2) ∈ C ⇒ T1 = T2
By TypeC(c) we denote for c ∈ C with c = (e,T) the
type T.
A typed channel set C1 is called a subtype of a typed
channel set C2 if the following formula holds:
(c,T1) ∈ C1 ⇒ ∃T2 ∈ TYPE : (c,T2)
∈ C2 ∧ CAR(T1) ⊆ CAR(T2)
Then SET(C1) ⊆ SET(C2) holds. We write then
C1 subtype C2
Thus, a subtype C1 of a set of typed channels carries
only a subset of the channel identifiers and each of the
remaining channels only a subset of the messages. The
idea of subtypes is essential for relating services (see
later).
The subtype relation is a partial order, since it is obvi-
ously reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric. In fact, it
is a complete partial order on the set of typed channel
sets. For two sets of typed channels C1 and C2 there is
always a least set of typed channels C such that both
C1 subtype C and C2 subtype C hold. C is called the
least super-type of C1 and C2. Similarly there exists
always a greatest subtype for two setsC1 andC2 of typed
channels that is the greatest set of typed channels that
is a subtype both of C1 and C2. Actually the set of the
sets of typed channels forms a lattice. We denote by
glb{C1,C2} the greatest subtype and by lub{C1,C2} the
least upper bound (the least super-type) of the sets C1
and C2 of typed channels.
2.2.2 Syntactic interfaces
A syntactic interface of a system is defined by the set
of messages that can occur as input and output. Since
we assume that those messages are communication over
channels, we introduce a syntactic interface of systems
that consists of typed channels.
Let I be the set of input channels and O be the set of
output channels of the system F. With every channel in
the set I∪Owe associate a data type indicating the type
of messages sent along that channel. Then by (I  O)
the syntactic interface of a system is denoted. A graphi-
cal representation of a systemwith its syntactic interface
and individual channel types is shown in Fig. 4. It has
the syntactic interface
({x1 : S1, . . . , xn : Sn}  {y1 : T1, . . . , ym : Tm})
By (I O) and SF[I O] we denote the syntactic inter-
face with input channels I and output channelsO. By SF
we denote the set of all syntactic interfaces for arbitrary
channel sets I and O.
In the following we give three versions of represen-
tations of systems with such syntactic interfaces, namely
state machines, stream functions, and architectures.
2.3 State view: state machines
One common way to model a system and its behavior
is to describe it by a state machine in terms of a state
space and its state transitions. This leads to a state view
of systems.
2.3.1 State machine model: state transitions
Often systems can be modeled in an easily understand-
able way by a state transition machine with input and
output. A state transition is one step of a system execu-
tion leading from a given state to a new state.
Given a state space  a state machine (,) with
input and output according to the syntactic interface
(I  O) is given by a set  ⊆  of initial states as well
as a state transition function
 : ( × (I → M∗)) → ℘( × (O → M∗))
For each state σ ∈  and each valuation u : I → M∗
of the input channels in I by sequences we obtain by
every pair (σ ′, s) ∈ (σ ,u) a successor state σ ′ and a







Fig. 4 Graphical representation of a system as a data flow node
with input channels x1, . . . , xn and output channels y1, . . . , ym and
their respective types
valuation s : O → M∗ of the output channels consisting
of the sequences produced by the state transition. If the
output depends only on the state we speak of a Moore
machine.
By SM[I  O] we denote the set of all Moore
machines with input channels I and output channels O.
By SM we denote the set of all Moore machines.
2.3.2 Computations of state machines
In this section we define computations for state ma-
chines with input and output.
A computation for a state machine (,) and an
input {x.t + 1 ∈ I → M∗ : t ∈ N} is given by a sequence
of states
{σt : t ∈ N}
and an output history {y.t + 1 ∈ O → M∗ : t ∈ N} such
that for all t ∈ N we have:
(σt+1, y.t + 1) ∈ (σt, x.t + 1) and σ0 ∈ 
The history y is called an output of the computation of
the state machine (,) for input x and initial state σ0.
We also say that the machine computes the output y for
the input x and initial state σ0.
The introduced state machines communicate a finite
sequence of messages on each of their channels in each
state transition. Thus a state transition comprises a set of
events. We therefore call a state transition a macro-step.
We assume that eachmacro-step is carried within a fixed
time interval. It subsumes all events of interaction in this
time interval and produces the state that is the result of
these events. Thus, state machines model concurrency
in the time intervals.
2.4 The interface model
In this section we introduce an interface model for sys-
tems. It describes the behavior of a system in the most
abstract way by the relation between its streams of input
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Fig. 5 Streams as models of the interaction between systems
2.4.1 Streams
Let M be a set of messages, for instance the carrier set
of a given type. By M∗ we denote the finite sequences
of elements from M. By M∞ we denote the set of infi-
nite streams of elements of set M, which can be rep-
resented by functions N+ → M where N+ = N\{0}. By
Mω = M∗∪M∞ wedenote the set of streamsof elements
from the set M, which are finite or infinite sequences of
elements from M. A stream represents the sequence of
messages sent over a channel during the lifetime of a
system.
In fact, in concrete systems communication takes
place in a time frame; we often find it convenient to
be able to refer to this time. Therefore we work with
timed streams.
Our model of time is extremely simple. We assume
that time is represented by an infinite sequence of time
intervals of equal length. In each interval on each chan-
nel a finite, possibly empty sequence of messages is
transmitted. By (M∗)∞ we denote the set of infinite
streams of sequences of elements of set M. Mathemat-
ically, a timed stream in (M∗)∞ can also be understood
as a function N+ → M∗.
On each channel that connects two systems there
flows a stream of messages in a time frame as shown
in Fig. 5.
Throughout this paper we work with a few simple
notations for streams. We use, in particular, the follow-
ing notations for a timed stream x:
z∧x: concatenation of a sequence or stream z to a
stream x
x.k: the k-th sequence in the stream x
x ↓ k: prefix of the first k sequences in the timed stream
x
M©x: the stream obtained from the stream x by keep-
ing only the messages in the set M (and deleting
all messages not in M)
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x¯: the finite or infinite (untimed) stream that is the
result of concatenating all sequences in x
Let r ∈ (M∗)∞; r¯ is called the time abstraction of the
timed stream r.
One of the advantages of timed streams is that we can
easily define a merge operator. Merging two streams is
a very basic concept. First, we introduce a function to
merge sequences
merge : M∗ × M∗ → ℘(M∗)
where (for s, s1, s2 ∈ M∗, a1, a2 ∈ M):
merge(〈〉, s) = merge(s, 〈〉) = {s}
merge(〈a1〉∧s1, 〈a2〉∧s2)
= {〈a1〉∧s : s ∈ merge(s1, 〈a2〉∧s2)}
∪ {〈a2〉∧s : s ∈ merge(〈a1〉∧s1, s2)}
This function is easily extended to timed streams x, y ∈
(M∗)∞ as follows (for t ∈ N)
merge(x, y).t = merge(x.t, y.t)
2.4.2 Channel valuations
A typed channel c is given by a channel type T and a
channel identifier e, which denotes a streamwith stream
type Stream T. A channel is basically a name for a
stream. Let C be a set of typed channels. A channel
valuation is a mapping
x : C → (M∗)∞
that associates a timed stream x(c) with each channel
c ∈ C, where the timed stream x(c) carries onlymessages
of the type of c. The set of valuations of the channels in
C is denoted by C.
The operators introduced for streams easily general-
ize to sets of streams and valuations. Thus we denote
for a channel valuation x ∈ C by x¯, its time abstraction,
defined for each channel c ∈ C by the equation
x¯(c) = x(c)
Note that x¯ defines a time abstraction for the channel
valuation x.
We generalize the idea of merging streams to valua-
tions of channels by timed streams to the direct sum of
two histories.
Definition (Direct sum of histories) Given two sets C
and C′ of typed channels with consistent types (i.e., for
joint channel identifiers their types coincide) and histories
z ∈ H(C) and z′ ∈ H(C′) we define the direct sum of the
histories z and z′ by (z ⊕ z′) ⊆ H(C ∪ C′). It is specified
as follows:
{y.c : y ∈ (z ⊕ z′)} = {z.c} ⇐ c ∈ SET(C)\SET(C′),
{y.c : y ∈ (z ⊕ z′)} = {z′.c} ⇐ c ∈ SET(C′)\SET(C)
(z ⊕ z′).c = merge(z.c, z′.c) ⇐ c ∈ SET(C) ∩ SET(C′)
This definition expresses that each history in the set z⊕z′
carries all the messages the streams z and z′ carry in the
same time intervals and the same order.
The sumoperator⊕ is commutative and associative. The
proof of these properties is rather straightforward.
Based on the direct sum we can introduce the notion
of a sub-history ordering. It expresses that a history con-
tains only a selection of the messages of a given history.
Definition (Sub-history ordering) Given two histories
z ∈ H(C) and z′ ∈ H(C′) where C subtype C′ holds,
we define the sub-history ordering ≤sub as follows:
z ≤sub z′ iff ∃z′′ : z ∈ z′ ⊕ z′′
In fact, the sub-history ordering relation between histo-
ries is a partial ordering on the set of channel histories.
Again the proof is rather straightforward. The empty
stream is the least element in this ordering.
2.4.3 Interface behavior
In the following let I and O be sets of typed channels.
We describe the interface behavior of a system by an
input/output (I/O) function that defines a relation be-
tween the input streams and output streams of a system.
An I/O function is represented by a set-valued function
on valuations of the input channels by timed streams.
F : I → ℘( O)
The function yields a set of valuations for the output
channels for each valuation of the input channels.
If F is called strongly causal it fulfills the following
timing property, which axiomatizes the time flow (for
x, z ∈ I, y ∈ O, t ∈ N) :
x ↓ t = z ↓ t ⇒ {y ↓ t + 1 : y ∈ F(x)}
= {y ↓ t + 1 : y ∈ F(z)}
Here x ↓ t denotes the stream that is the prefix of the
stream x and contains t finite sequences. In other words,
x ↓ t denotes the communication histories in the chan-
nel valuation x until time interval t. The timing property
expresses that the set of possible output histories for
the first t + 1 time intervals only depends on the input
histories for the first t time intervals. In other words, the
processing of messages in a system takes at least one
time tick.
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Strong causality implies that for every interface
behavior F either for all input histories x the sets F(x)
are not empty or that for all input histories x the setsF(x)
are empty. This is easily proved by choosing t = 0 in the
formula defining strong causality. In the case where for
all input histories x the sets F(x) are empty we speak of
a paradoxical interface behavior.
If F is called weakly causal it fulfills the following
timing property, which axiomatizes the time flow (for
x, z ∈ I, y ∈ O, t ∈ N) :
x ↓ t = z ↓ t ⇒ {y ↓ t : y ∈ F(x)} = {y ↓ t : y ∈ F(z)}
Weakly causal functions also show a proper time flow. A
reaction to inputmust not occur before the input arrives.
For them, however, there is no time delay required for
output that reacts to input. As a consequence, there is
no causality required within a time interval for the input
and output. This may lead to causal loops. In the fol-
lowing we rather insist on strong causality (which is the
counterpart to Moore machines as introduced above).
However,manyof our concepts and theorems carry over
to the case of weak causality.
By CF[I  O] we denote the set of all I/O functions
with input channels I and output channels O. By CF we
denote the set of all I/O functions for arbitrary channel
sets I and O. For any F ∈ CF we denote by In(F) its
set of input channels and by Out(F) its set of output
channels.
2.5 The distributed system model: composed systems
An interactive composed system consists of a family
of interacting subsystems called components (in some
approaches also called agents or objects). These compo-
nents interact by exchanging messages via their chan-
nels, which connect them. A network of communicating
components gives a structural system view, also called
the system architecture. Architectures can nicely be rep-
resented graphically by directed graphs. Their nodes
represent components and their arcs communication
lines (channels) on which streams of messages are sent.
The nodes represent components, also called data flow
nodes. The graph represents a net, also called a data flow
net.
2.5.1 Uninterpreted architectures
We model architectures by data flow nets. Let K be a
set of identifiers for components and I and O be sets
of input and output channels, respectively. An unin-
terpreted architecture (composed system, distributed
system) (ν,O) with syntactic interface (I  O) is repre-
sented by the mapping
ν : K → SF
that associates with every node a syntactic interface. O
denotes the output channels of the system.
As a well-formedness condition for forming a net
from a set of component identifiers K, we require that
for all component identifiers k, j ∈ K (with k = j) the
sets of output channels of the components ν(k) and ν(j)
are disjoint. This is formally guaranteed by the condition
k = j ⇒ SET(Out(ν(k))) ∩ SET(Out(ν(j))) = Ø
In other words, each channel has a uniquely specified
component as its source.1 We denote the set of all (inter-
nal and external) channels of the net by the equation
Chan((ν,O))
= {c ∈ In(ν(k)) : k ∈ K} ∪ {c ∈ Out(ν(k)) : k ∈ K}
The channel set O determines which of the channels
occur as output. We assume that O ⊆ {c ∈ Out(ν(k)) :
k ∈ K}.
The set
I = Chan((ν,O))\{c ∈ Out(ν(k)) : k ∈ K}
denotes the set of input channels of the net. The chan-
nels in the set
Intern((ν,O)) = {c ∈ Out(ν(k)) : k ∈ K}\O
are called internal. By CUS[I  O] we denote the set
of all uninterpreted architectures with input channels
I and output channels O. CUS denotes the set of all
uninterpreted architectures.
2.5.2 Interpreted architectures
Given an uninterpreted architecture (ν,O) represented
by the mapping
ν : K → SF
we get an interpreted architecture by a mapping
η : K → CF ∪ SM
where η(k) ∈ SM[I′  O′] or η(k) ∈ CF[I′  O′] if
ν(k) = (I′  O′). We write also (η,O) for the inter-
preted architecture.
By CIS[I  O] we denote the set of all interpreted
architectures with input channels I and output channels
O. CIS denotes the set of all interpreted architectures.
1 Channels that occur as input channels but not as output channels
have the environment as their source.
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A fully interpreted hierarchical system is defined iter-
atively as follows: a hierarchical system of level 0 and
syntactic interface (I  O) is denoted by HS0[I  O]
and defined by
HS0[I  O] = SM[I  O] ∪ CF[I  O] ∪ CIS[I  O]
By HS0 we denote the set of all hierarchical systems of
level 0 with arbitrary syntactic interfaces. A hierarchical
system of level j + 1 and syntactic interface (I  O) is
denoted by HSj+1[I  O] and defined by an uninter-
preted architecture represented by the mapping
ν : K → SF
a mapping
η : K → HSj
where η(k) ∈ SM[I′  O′] ∪CF[I′  O′] ∪HSj[I′  O′]
if ν(k) = (I′  O′).
By HS[I  O] we denote the set of all hierarchi-
cal systems of arbitrary level with syntactic interface
(I  O). By HS we denote the set of all hierarchical sys-
tem of arbitrary level with arbitrary syntactic interfaces.
3 Structuring interfaces
Modern software systems offer their users large vari-
eties of different functions, in our terminology called
services or features. We speak of multifunctional distrib-
uted interactive systems.
3.1 Structuring multifunctional systems
In this section we concentrate on concepts supporting
the structuring of the functionality of multifunctional
systems. Our goal, in essence, is a scientific founda-
tion for the structured presentation of system functions,
organized in abstraction layers, forming hierarchies of
functions and subfunctions (we speak of services, some-
times also of features).
Our vision addresses a service-oriented software
engineering theory andmethodology where services are
basic system building blocks. In particular, services
addressaspectsof interfacebehaviors and interface spec-
ifications. In fact, services induce also an aspect-oriented
view of the functionality of systems and their architec-
tures (see [23]).
Our approach aims at modeling two fundamental,
complementary views onto multifunctional systems.
These views are addressing the two most significant, in
principle independent, dimensions of a structured mod-
eling of systems in the analysis and design phases of
software and systems development:
• User functionality and feature hierarchy: structured
modeling of the user functionality of systems as done
in requirements engineering and specification:
• A multifunction system offers many different
functions (features or services often captured by
use cases); we are interested in a structured view
of the family of these functions and their logical
dependencies.
• The main result is structured interface specifica-
tions of systems.
• Logical hierarchical component architecture:
decomposition of systems into components as done
in the design of the architecture:
• A system is decomposed into a family of com-
ponents that mutually cooperate to generate the
behavior that implements the specified user func-
tionality of the system.
• The main result is the logical component archi-
tecture of the system.
These two complementary tasks of structuring sys-
tems and their functionality are crucial in the early
phases of software and systems development. The archi-
tectural view was introduced at the end of the previous
section. The functional hierarchy view is introduced in
this section.
3.1.1 Services
Thenotion of a service is the generalization of the notion
of an interface behavior of a system. It has a syntactic
interface just like a system. Its behavior, however, is
“partial”, in contrast to the totality of a non-paradoxical
system interface. Partiality here means that a service is
defined (has a nonempty set of output histories) only for
a subset of its input histories. This subset is called the
service domain.
Definition (Service interface)Aservice interfacewith the
syntactic interface (I  O) is modeled by a function
F : I → ℘( O)
that fulfills the strong causality propertyonly for the input
histories with a nonempty output set (for x, z ∈ I, y ∈
O, t ∈ N) :
F(x) = Ø = F(z) ∧ x ↓ t = z ↓ t
⇒ {y ↓ t + 1 : y ∈ F(x)} = {y ↓ t + 1 : y ∈ F(z)}
Such a partial behavior function that fulfills this property
is called strongly causal too. The set
dom(F) = {x : F(x) = Ø}
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Fig. 6 General




is called the service domain of F. The set
ran(F) = {y ∈ F(x) : x ∈ dom(F)}
is called the service range of F. By
F[I  O]
we denote the set of all service interfaces with input chan-
nels I and output channels O. By F we denote the set of
all interfaces for arbitrary channel sets I and O.
Obviously we have CF ⊆ F and CF[I  O] ⊆
F[I  O]. In contrast to a system, where the causal-
ity property implies that for a system F either all output
sets F(x) are empty for all input histories x or none is, a
service is a partial function, in general, with a nontrivial
service domain.
To get access to a service, typically, certain access con-
ventions have to be observed.We speak of a service pro-
tocol. Input histories x that are not in the service domain
do not fulfill the service access assumptions. This gives a
clear view: a non-paradoxical system is total, while a ser-
vice may be partial. In other words, a non-paradoxical
system is a total service. For a non-paradoxical system
there exist nonempty sets of possible behaviors for every
input history.
From a methodological point of view, a service is
closely related to the idea of a use case as found in
object-oriented analysis. It can be seen as a formaliza-
tion of this idea (Fig. 6).
3.1.2 Structuring functionality into hierarchies
of services
Given a service, we can refine it by extending its
domain (provided it is not total). This means that we
allow for more input histories with specified output his-
tories and thus enlarge its service domain. Extending
service domains is an essential step in service devel-
opment for instance in making services error tolerant
against unexpected input (streams). It is also a step from
services to systems if thebehaviors arefinallymade total.
We are, however, not only interested in specifying ser-
vices and their extensions in isolation, but also
interested in being able to specify such extensions in
a structured way on top of already specified services.
We are, in particular, looking for helpful relationships
between the different services, looking for relations that
are methodologically useful such as a refinement rela-
tion for services. These relations form the arcs of the
functional hierarchy.
3.1.3 Structuring the functionality of multifunctional
systems
In the following, we give a formal definition of the con-
cept of services. This formalization is guided by our basic
philosophy concerning services, which is briefly outlined
as follows:
• Services are formalized and specified by patterns of
interactions.
• Services are partial sub-behaviors of (interface)
behaviors of systems.
• Systems realize families of services.
• Services address aspects of user functionality.
This philosophy of services is taken as a guideline for
our way to build up a theory of services. We work out a
formal approach to services.We specify services in terms
of relations on interactions representedby streams.Con-
sequences of our formal definitions are, in particular, as
follows:
• A system is described by a total behavior.
• In contrast, a service is, in general, described by a
partial behavior.
• A system is the special case of a total service.
• Services are related to systems; systems offer ser-
vices.
• A multifunctional system/component is defined in
terms of its family of services.
Our theory captures and covers all these notions. Open
questions that remain are mainly of methodological and
practical nature.
Multifunctional systems can incorporate large fam-
ilies of different, in principle, independent functions,
which in our terminology offer different forms of ser-
vices. So they can be seen as formal models of different
use cases of a system.
Our basic methodological idea is that we should be
able to reduce the complexity of the user functionality
of a system, by describing the functionality of systems
as follows:
• First we describe each of its single use cases indepen-
dently by simple services
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• Thenwe relate these services into a service hierarchy
and
• Specify relationships between these individual ser-
vices that show how the services influence or depend
on each other.
Typically some of the services are completely indepen-
dent and are just grouped together into a system that
offers a collection of functionalities. In contrast, some
services may restrict others. There is quite a variety of
relations between the individual services of a system.
While some services may just have small, often not very
essential side effects on others, other services may rely
heavily on other services that influence their behaviors
in very essential ways.
3.1.4 Structuring systems into a hierarchy of services
A system or a combined service may actually imple-
ment or offer many independent services. In fact, we
can structure the overall functionality of a multifunc-
tional system into the hierarchy of its sub-services. We
may decompose each system into a family of its sub-
services and each of these services again and again into
families of their sub-services.
Understanding the user functionality of a system
requires the understanding of the single services, but
also understanding of how they are related and mutu-
ally dependent. Our vision here is that we can introduce
a number of characteristic relations between the services
of a system such that in the end we describe a system
structure by just specifying which services are available
and how they are related. Each of the individual services
is then described in isolation. This can reduce the com-
plexity of the task of specifying amultifunctional system
considerably.
Today’s information processing systems offer many
services as part of their overall functionality. We speak
of multifunctional systems. We illustrate this idea by an
informal description of a simple example of a multifunc-
tional system.
Example (Communication unit) We look at the exam-
ple of a simple communication network. It has three
sub-interfaces and offers the following global services



















 Receiving Message 
 User administration




Fig. 7 Service structure and interface




• Calibration of the quality of services
• User introduction
• User deletion
• Change of user rights
All these extended services can be described in isolation
by specification techniques such as that introduced and
demonstrated above. However, there are a number of
dependencies between these services.
To obtain a comprehensive view of the hierarchy of
services, we introduce a notion of user roles, such as that
shown in our example:
• SAP A and B (SAP = service access point)
• Administrator
The set of services offered by a system can be informally
described as shown in Fig. 7. In fact, it can be structured
into a hierarchy of services and sub-services as shown in
Fig. 8. By such a service hierarchy we obtain a structur-
ing of a system into a hierarchy of services that are in
the sub-service relation.
In such a service hierarchy we can relate services by
introducing appropriatemore specific relations between
services, converting the service hierarchy into a directed
graph.
3.2 Relating services
In this section we deal with a number of characteristic
relations between services. The most significant one for
requirements engineering is that of a sub-service, which
will be formally introduced later. There are, of course,
manymore practically interesting relations between two
services A and B besides the sub-service relation as
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Fig. 8 Service hierarchy; the
lines represent the sub-service
relations
Transmission  Network Service 
User Identification Service User Administration  Service Communication Service 
Password Change Calibration QoS User Admin ReceivingSendingPassword Login 
User Introduction User Deletion 
introduced in the previous section. Informal examples
of such relations for services A and B are:
• A and B are mutually independent,
• A affects B,
• A controls B,
• A includes B.
Just characterizing the relations by well-chosen names
is helpful, but in the end is not sufficient, since it does,
of course, not fix their precise meaning. It is not diffi-
cult to dream up a number of further methodologically
useful relations. Typical further characteristic relations




• Interferes (feature interaction)
• Is combined of
• Is sequentially composed of
Of course, just giving names to these relations is not
sufficient. Since we have a formal notion of service, we
are actually able to give formal definitions for such con-
cepts of relations between services. Later, in the section
on refinement, we introduce a few further examples for
precise characterizations of relations between services.
4 Relating system views
In the previous chapter we introduced three system
views: state machines, interfaces, and architectures. In
this chapter we show how to relate one view to the other.
Our basic goals are ways to go from one system view to
the other. So a statemachine defines an interface behav-
ior and vice versa. An interpreted architecture defines
a state machine as well as an interface behavior. This
finally gives the flexibility of a truly hierarchical model-
ing method: every system – whether it is represented by
a state machine, an interpreted architecture, or directly
by an interface behavior – defines an interface behavior
and can in turn be used as a component of an inter-
preted architecture defining a larger system. In short,
every system is a component, which is itself a system.
4.1 From state machines to interfaces and back
In this section we study relationships between the state
view and the interface view. We first show how we may
derive an interface abstraction for a state machine and
then show how to construct a canonical state machine
for an interface behavior.
4.1.1 From state machines to interfaces
In this section we define the interface abstraction for
state machines. Each state transition function
 : ( × (I → M∗)) → ℘( × (O → M∗))
induces a function
B : ℘() → (I → ℘( O)).
B provides the interface abstraction for the state tran-
sition function . For each state set  ⊆  and each
input channel valuation x ∈ I, we specify the set B()
(x) for the given state set  by set of all output histories
generated by computations of  for the input history x
starting with a state in .
Based on these definitions we relate state machines
to their interface abstractions.
Given a state transition function  and
 ⊆ ,B() provides the interface
abstraction of the behavior of the state
transition machine  for the
initial states from .
In this way we define a function
absSM/F : SM[I  O] → F[I  O]




Note that we get the interface abstraction B() of a
state machine (,) in this way.
4.1.2 From interfaces to state machines
In this section we show that an interface abstraction
defines itself an abstract state machine. Given an inter-
face
F : I → ℘( O)
we define the state space by
 = F[I  O]
We get a state machine
F : ( × (I → M∗)) → ℘( × (O → M∗))
by the following definition (for G ∈ F[I  O],
a ∈ (I → M∗))
F(G, a) = {(H,b) ∈ F[I  O] × (O → M∗) :
∀x ∈ I : G(〈a〉∧x) = {〈b〉∧y : y ∈ H(x)}}
Note that for 〈b〉∧y ∈ G(〈a〉∧x) the value b does not
depend on x according to the causality assumption. The
function H in the formula above is called a resumption.
It represents the new state of themachine after the tran-
sition represented by an I/O function. The initial states
of the state machine are defined by the set {F}.
We define the function
embSM/F : F[I  O] → SM[I  O]
by
embSM/F(F) = (F, {F})
Furthermore, we easily define a function
absSM/SM : SM[I  O] → SM[I  O]
for state machines by
absSM/SM((,)) = (F, {B(σ) : σ ∈ })
In fact, in this way we get the most abstract refinement
of a state machine. We come back to this in the section
on property refinement.
4.2 From interpreted architectures to state machines
In this section we study the relationship between the
state view and the architecture view. We show how we
may derive a state machine for an interpreted architec-
ture.
Let an interpretation for the architecture (ν,O) be
given. It is represented by a function
η : K → CF ∪ SM
we refine this function into a function
η′ : K → CF ∪ SM
where η′(k) = η(k) if η(k) ∈ SM and η′(k) = embSM/F
(η(k)) if η(k) ∈ CF. As a result η′(k) is a state machine
for all k ∈ K. Now we construct a large state machine
for the architecture. A state of this machine is defined
by the mapping
β : K → USTATE
where USTATE is the universe of all state spaces of
state machines and for each k ∈ K the state β(k) is a
member of the state space of state machine η′(k). Let
STATE denote the set of all states of the architecture:
STATE = {β : K → USTATE}
The set of initial states is given by these functions, where
for each k ∈ K the state β(k) is a member of the set of
initial states of state machine η′(k). The state transition
function
 : (STATE × (I → M∗)) → ℘(STATE × (O → M∗))
is given by the following condition (let β,β ′ ∈STATE, a :
I → M∗,b : O → M∗)
(β ′,b) ∈ (β, a)
if and only if there exists a valuation of all channels by
sequences of messages z : Chan((ν,O)) → M∗
(β ′(k), z|Out(ν(k)) ∈ k(β(k), z|In(ν(k))
and
b = z|O a = z|I
Here by z|C we denote the restriction of the channel set
C. Formally if z is the evaluation of the channels in C′
where C ⊆ C′ we define z|C ∈ C by (for each channel
c ∈ C)
z|C(c) = z(c)
Since all machines β(k) are Moore machines, this defi-
nition is consistent.
We can generalize this construction to hierarchical
systems by an inductive definition over the hierarchy.
4.3 From interpreted architectures to interfaces
In this section we study the relationship between the
interface view and the architecture view. We show how
we may derive an interface abstraction for an inter-
preted architecture.
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Let an interpretation for the uninterpreted architec-
ture (ν,O) be given. It is represented by a function
η : K → CF ∪ SM
We refine this function to a function
η′ : K → CF ∪ SM
where η′(k) = η(k) if η(k) ∈ CF and η′(k) = absSM/F
(η(k)) if η(k) ∈ SM. As a result η′(k) is an interface
behavior for all k ∈ K.
Each data flow net describes an I/O function. This
I/O function is called the interface abstraction of the
composed system described by the data flow net. We
get an abstraction of a composed system to its inter-
face by mapping it to an interface behavior in F[I  O]
where I denotes the set of input channels andO denotes
the set of output channels of the data flow net. This
interface view is represented by the system behavior
F ∈ F[I  O] specified by the following formula (note
that y ∈ C, where C ≡ Chan((ν,O)) as defined above):
F(η,O)(x) = {y|O : y|I = x ∧ ∀k ∈ K : y|Out(ν(k))
∈ η′(k)(y|In(ν(k)))}
The formula essentially expresses that the output his-
tory of a data flow net is the restriction of a fixpoint for
all the net equations for the output channels of all the
components of the architecture.
We define a function
absCIS/F : CIS → F
by
absCIS/F((η,O)) = F(η,O)
This defines the interface abstraction for the interpreted
architecture.
We can generalize this construction to hierarchical
systems by an inductive definition over the hierarchy.
This yields the interface abstraction absHS/F : HS → F.
4.4 Design: from interfaces to state machines
and architectures
In the previous section we have demonstrated how to go
from an interpreted architecture to an interface
behavior. This defines an interface abstraction for an
interpreted architecture. In system design we go in the
other direction: given the specification of an interface
behavior as the result of requirements engineering, in a
design step we aim at the decomposition of the system
into an interpreted architecture or the implementation
of the interface behavior by a state machine. This is a
step of creative engineering.
For designing an implementation of the interface
behavior by a state machine the schematic way of defin-
ing a state machine for an interface behavior as shown
above does not help at all; it is of rather theoretical inter-
est. For an implementation awell-chosen representation
of the state space is needed, on top of which the state
transitions are defined.
For the design of an interpreted architecture or an
implementation of the interface behavior by a state
machine the definitions above that define interface
abstractions are crucial, however. The design is correct,
if the interface abstraction of the interpreted architec-
ture or the state machine coincides with the specified
interface behavior. Actually, the interface abstraction
needs not be exactly the specified interface behavior,
but only has to be a refinement of it. What refinement
precisely means is defined in the following section.
5 Refinement
In requirements engineering, in the design and imple-
mentation phase of system development many issues
have to be addressed such as requirements elicitation,
conflict identification and resolution, information man-
agement as well as the selection of a favorable software
architecture. These activities are connected with devel-
opment steps. Refinement relations are the medium to
formalize development steps and in this way the devel-
opment process.
We formalize the following basic ideas of refinement
of interfaces:
• Property refinement – enhancing requirements –
allows us to add properties to a specification,
• Glass-box refinement, implementation refinement –
designing implementations – allow us to decompose
a system into a composed system or to give a state
transition description for a system specification,
• Interaction refinement – relating levels of
abstraction – allows us to change the representa-
tion of the communication histories, in particular,
the granularity of the interaction as well as the num-
ber and types of the channels of a system.
In fact, these notions of refinement describe the steps
needed in an idealistic view of a strictly hierarchical
top-down system development. The three refinement
concepts mentioned are formally defined and
explained in detail in the following.
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5.1 Property refinement
Property refinement is a classical concept in program
development. It is based – as is deduction in logics –
on logical implication. In our model this relates to set
inclusion.
5.1.1 Property refinement of interfaces
Property refinement allows us to replace an interface
behavior or an interface with one having additional
properties. This way interface behaviors are replaced
by more restricted ones. An interface
F : I → ℘( O)
is refined by a behavior
Fˆ : I → ℘( O)
if
F ≈>F Fˆ.
This relation stands for the proposition
∀x ∈ I : Fˆ(x) ⊆ F(x)
Obviously, property refinement is a partial order and
is therefore reflexive, asymmetric, and transitive. Note
that the paradoxical system logically is a refinement for
every system with the same syntactic interface.
A property refinement is a basic refinement step
adding requirements as it is done step by step in
requirements engineering. In the process of require-
ments engineering, typically the overall services of a sys-
tem are specified. Requiring increasingly sophisticated
properties for systems until a desired behavior is speci-
fied, in general, does this.
5.1.2 Property refinement of state machines
Property refinement can easily be extended to state
machines by referring to their interface abstractions.
Given two state machines M1 = (1,1) and M2 =





In this way we require only that the interface abstrac-
tions of both machines are in the property refinement
relation. The two machines may have completely differ-
ent state spaces.
Two state machines are called equivalent if for each
input history their sets of output histories coincide. A
state machine is called equivalent to a behavior F, if for
each input history x the state machine computes exactly
the output histories in F(x).
A state machine (2,2) with transition function
2 : (2 × (I → M∗)) → ℘(2 × (O → M∗))
is called a transition refinement or a simulation of a state
machine (1,1) with the transition function
1 : (1 × (I → M∗)) → ℘(1 × (O → M∗))
if there is a mapping ρ : 2 → 1 such that for all states
σ ∈ 2, and all input α ∈ I → M∗ we have:
{(ρ(σ ′),β) : (σ ′,β) ∈ 2(σ ,α)}
⊆ 1(ρ(σ ),α), {ρ(σ) : σ ∈ 2} ⊆ 1
A special case is given if ℘ is the identity; then the equa-
tion simplifies to:
2(σ ,α) ⊆ 1(σ ,α) ∧ 2 ⊆ 1.
In this way we define refinement directly on the state
space.
5.1.3 Property refinement of composed systems
As for state machines, property refinement can easily
be extended to interpreted architectures by referring
to their interface abstractions. Given two interpreted




Here we require only that the interface abstractions of
both systems are in the property refinement relation.
The two systems may have completely different compo-
sition structures, however.
If the uninterpreted architectures of S1 and S2 coin-
cide, then we can define a more specific refinement by
requiring that each component of S2 is a refinement of
the respective component of S1.
5.1.4 General property refinement of hierarchical
systems
It is the idea of property refinement that we do not
take care of the internal structure of systems, but only
compare their interface abstractions. Given two hierar-
chically composed systems S1 and S2 in HS, we write
S1 ≈> S2
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if
absF(S1) ≈>F absF(S2)
Property refinement is a straightforward concept. Basi-
callywe canalways seeproperty refinement as combined
with interface abstraction.
If the uninterpreted architectures of S1 and S2 coin-
cide, then we can define a more specific refinement by
requiring that each component of S2 is a refinement of
the respective component of S1.
5.2 Compositionality of property refinement
In our case, the proof of the compositionality of prop-
erty refinement is straightforward. This is a consequence
of the simple definition of composition. Let (ν,O) be an
uninterpreted architecture with interpretations η and η′
with the set K of components given by their interfaces.
The rule of compositional property refinement reads as
follows:
∀K ∈ K : η(k) ≈> η′(k)
F(η,O) ≈> F(η′,O) .
Compositionality is often called modularity in system
development. Modularity allows for a separate devel-
opment of components.
Modularity guarantees that separate
refinements of the components of a
system lead to a refinement of
the composed system.
The property refinement of the components of com-
posed systems leads to a property refinement for the
composed system independently of the question
whether the components are described by interfaces,
state machines or processes.
5.3 Implementation refinement
Implementation refinement is formally only a special
case of property refinement.Whilewemay changemany
aspects of a system in property refinement, such as the
uninterpreted architecture or the structure of the state
space, implementation refinement has two restrictions:
it maintains certain implementation aspects and it sup-
ports steps towards a design or implementation.
5.3.1 Design: implementation refinement of interfaces
Implementation refinement of interfaces is given by the
replacement of an interface behavior, described by a
refined function on streams, by a state machine or an
interpreted architecture. Thus implementation refine-
ment represents a design or implementation step. For
an interface behavior
F : I → ℘( O)
a system S is an implementation refinement of F if
• S is an interface behavior and
F ≈>F S
• S is a state machine and
F ≈>F absSM/F(S)




We get an abstract implementation (for the formal
definition of the relation embSM/F see Sect. 4.1.2)
F ≈>>F/SM embSM/F(F)
Again, implementation refinement is a partial order and
therefore reflexive, asymmetric, and transitive. More-
over, the inconsistent specification logically described
by false refines everything.
5.3.2 Implementation refinement of state machines
Given two state machines M1 = (1,1) and M2 =
(2,2) over the same state space we call M2 an imple-





2(σ , x) ⊆ 1(σ , x)
for all σ ∈ , x ∈ (I → M∗). In this case we maintain
the structure of the state spaces and only reduce the sets
of states in the transitions.
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5.3.3 Implementation refinement of composed systems
Given two interpreted architectures S1 and S2 in CIS
[I  O] with S1 = (η1,O) and S2 = (η2,O) we write
S1 ≈>> S2
if S1 and S2 have the same set K of components and for
all k ∈ K
η1(k) ≈>> η2(k)
Each component in S2 is an implementation refinement
of the respective component in S1. This is the relation
of stepwise hierarchical decomposition if extended to
hierarchical composed systems.
5.4 Granularity refinement: changing levels
of abstraction
In this section we show how to change the levels of
abstractions by refinements of the interfaces, state
machines and processes. Changing the granularity of
interaction and thus the level of abstraction is a clas-
sic technique in software system development.
5.4.1 Refinement of interfaces
Interaction refinement is the refinement notion formod-
eling development steps between levels of abstraction.
Interaction refinement allows us to change for a compo-
nent
• The number and names of its input and output chan-
nels
• The types of the messages on its channels determin-
ing the granularity of the communication
An interaction refinement is described by a pair of func-
tions
A : C′ → ℘( C) R : C → ℘( C′)
that relate the interaction on an abstract level with cor-
responding interaction on the more concrete level. This
pair specifies a development step that is leading from
one level of abstraction to the other one as illustrated
by Fig. 9. Given an abstract history x ∈ C each y ∈ R(x)
denotes a concrete history representing x. Calculating a
representation for a given abstract history and then its
abstraction yields the old abstract history again. Using
sequential composition, this is expressed by the require-
ment:
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Fig. 10 Interaction refinement (U−1 simulation)
Let Id denote the identity relation and ‘◦’ the sequential
composition defined as follows:
(R ◦ A)(x) = {y ∈ A(z) : z ∈ R(x)}
A is called the abstraction andR is called the representa-
tion. R and A are called a refinement pair. For untimed
systems we weaken this requirement by requiring R ◦A
to be a property refinement of the untimed identity, for-
mally expressed by the following equation:
(R ◦ A)(x) = {x¯}.
This defines an identity under time abstraction.
Interaction refinement allows us to refine systems,
given appropriate refinement pairs for their input and
output channels. The idea of an interaction refinement
is visualized in Fig. 10 for the so-called U−1 simulation.
Note that here the components (boxes) AI and Ao are
no longer definitional in the sense of specifications, but
rather methodological, since they relate two levels of
abstraction.
Given the refinement pairs
AI : I2 → ℘(I1) RI : I1 → ℘(I2)
AO : O2 → ℘( O1) RO : O1 → ℘( O2)
for the input and output channels we are able to relate
abstract to concrete channels for the input and for the
output. We call the interface
Fˆ : I2 → ℘( O2)
an interaction refinement of the I/O behavior
F : I1 → ℘( O1)
if the following proposition holds: ≈>
AI ◦ F ◦ Ro ≈> F U−1 − simulation
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This formula essentially expresses that Fˆ is a property
refinement of the systemAI ◦F◦RO. Thus for every con-
crete input history xˆ ∈ I2 every concrete output y ∈ O2
can be also obtained by translating xˆ onto an abstract
input history x ∈ AI · xˆ such that we can choose an
abstract output history y ∈ F(x) such that yˆ ∈ Ro(y).
5.4.2 Granularity refinement of state machines
Also for state machines we can define a refinement both
of the input and output channels and of the states. Given
two state machines (k,k) for k := 1, 2 where k is a
state transition function
k : (k × (Ik → M∗)) → ℘(k × (Ok → M∗))
we call 2 a granularity (or vertical) refinement of 1 if
there exists a mapping
abs : 2 → 1
such that
{abs(σ ) : σ ∈ 2} ⊆ 1
and we have for all  ⊆ 2
AI ◦ B1({abs(σ ) : σ ∈ }) ◦ RO ≈> B2()
This formula expresses that for every state σ the inter-
face abstraction is a refinement of the interface abstrac-
tion of abs(σ ). Using a state machine refinement the
state space, the types of messages and the granularity of
interaction can be refined.
If this holds we write:
(k,k) ∼>F (k,k)
In this way we establish the relation of vertical refine-
ment in terms of interfaces of the state machines.
5.4.3 Granularity refinement of composed systems
Composed systems are refined in levels of abstraction by
refining their components. Of course, we have to make
sure, that all channels are refined consistently. Since a
composed system can be seen either as one big inter-
face or one big state machine the refinement notions
introduced carry over in a straightforward manner.




Again this is a straightforward concept.
5.4.4 General refinement of systems through levels
of abstractions
It is the idea of granularity refinement that we do not
take care of the internal structure of systems, but only
compare their interface abstractions in terms of refine-




Again this is a straightforward concept. Basically we can
always see granularity refinement in terms of interface
abstraction.
The idea of granularity refinement is of particular
interest from a methodological point of view. It formal-
izes the idea of levels of abstraction as found in many
approaches to software and systems engineering. This
includes the classic International Standard Organiza-
tion’s open systems interconnection (ISO/OSI) protocol
models (see [28]) as well as the idea of layered architec-
tures (see [16]).
5.5 Formalizing relationships between services
In this section we study refinement relations and more
general relations between services. Our approach, in
fact, offers the possibility to give a precise formal defi-
nition of relations between services. In the following,
we deal formally with only a few most fundamental in-
stances of such relations to demonstrate what useful
relations are and how they can be formally captured.
5.5.1 Property refinement and domain extension
of services
An essential notion to relate services and also systems
is that of refinement. Note that a system is a special
case of a service (which is either a total function or
paradoxical) and therefore all the following concepts of
property refinement work both for services and systems.
Refinement was already introduced for systems in the
beginning of the section on refinement.
Definition (Property refinement) Given two service
interfaces F1,F2 ∈ F[I  O] the service F2 is called a
property refinement of service F1 if the following for-
mula holds:
∀x ∈ I : F2(x) ⊆ F1(x)
Property refinement is a straightforward notion and
corresponds to (is guaranteed by) logical implication
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between the specifying assertions of the services F2
and F1.
As a relation between services to be used in require-
ments engineering, property refinement as defined
above appears to be both too restrictive and too liberal.
On the other hand, the property refinement relation
allows us to decrease the service domain. For systems,
this is not a problem, since systems are either total or
paradoxical. For services this situation is more intricate.
We introduce therefore a more suitable relation called
a sub-service relation.
5.5.2 Projection of histories and services
To be prepared to define service refinement, we intro-
duce some auxiliary notions beforehand. First recall the
idea of a subtype as introduced in Sect. 2. Based on
the subtype relation between sets of typed channels we
define the concept of a projection.
Definition (History projection) Let C and C′ be sets of
typed channels where C subtype C′ holds. We define for
history x ∈ C′ its restriction x|C ∈ C to the channels in the
set C and to themessages of the types of the channels in C.
For channels c ∈ C with type T we specify the restriction
by the equation:
(x|C)(c) = CAR(T)©(x(c))
The mapping α : C′ → C, where
α(x) = x|C
is called a sub-history projection.
A sub-history is the projection of a history with respect
to a subset of its channel set and their types. To obtain
the sub-history x|C, keep those channels and types of
messages in the history x that belong to the typed chan-
nels in C.
5.5.3 Service refinement and domain extension
of services
Based on the concept of projection, we define the con-
cept of the restriction of interfaces and services. It allows
for the concentration on a certain sub-behavior of a
given more comprehensive behavior.
Definition (Restriction of a service) Given syntactic
interfaces (I1  O1) and (I2  O2) where (I1  O1)
subtype (I2  O2) holds, we define for F2 ∈ F[I2  O2]
its restriction F2 † (I1  O1) ∈ F[I1  O1] to the syntac-
tic interface (I1  O1) by the following equation (for all
input histories x ∈ H[I1]):
F2 † (I1  O1). x =
{
y|O1 : ∃ x′ ∈ H[I2] :
x = x′|I1 ∧ y ∈ F2. x′
}
This notion of restriction applies both to services and to
system specifications.
A restriction F2 † (I1  O1) may introduce nondeter-
minism into the behavior F2 since wemay abstract away
some input messages that determine the output. On the
other hand, by abstracting away certain output mes-
sages, we may eliminate nondeterminism.
In the followingdefinitionwe introduce service refine-
ment. It is defined in a way that is appropriate for the
stepwise refinement of services as part of the develop-
ment process.
Definition (Service refinement) Given two service inter-
faces F1 ∈ F[I1  O1] and F2 ∈ F[I2  O2], where I1
subtype I2 and O1 subtype O2, we call the service F2 a
service refinement of F1 if, for all input histories x ∈ I1,
F2 † (I1  O1)(x) ⊆ F1(x).
Then we write
F1 ≈> F2.
This notion of refinement applies again both to services
and to systems.
Note that this refinement notion is a generalization of
the notion of property refinement as introduced in [15].
In contrast to the refinement notion in [15], where the
syntactic interfaces of the two systems are required to
be identical, we permit the enlargement of the number
of channels and their types in a service refinement step.
Service refinement introduces a partial order on the
set of services: the least element in this ordering is the
service with no channels, the largest element the service
with all channels as input and output channels where
each channel has the largest type and each input history
is in the service domain and is mapped onto all output
histories.
The set of services in fact forms an ordered lattice
with service refinement as its ordering. Given two ser-
vices F1 ∈ F[I1  O1],F2 ∈ F[I2  O2] we define its
least upper bound by the service F ∈ F[I  O], where I
is the least upper bound of I1 and I2,O is the least upper
bound of O1 and O2, and F(x) is the least service in the
set F[I  O] that has both F1 and F2 as sub-services.
Greatest lower bounds are defined analogously.
Unfortunately, this notion of refinement for services
is still far too liberal. The paradoxical service, where
all sets of possible outputs are empty, always defines
a service refinement. In a service refinement, we may
reduce the service domain. Methodologically, however,
we rather insist that the service domains are not de-
creased by refinement. A service F1 is implemented by
a service F2, if in F2 all the messages relevant for the
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service F1 occur in F2, as in F1. The service domain must
not be made smaller. For input histories x ∈ I1 outside
of the domain of F1, we can introduce additional out-
put histories. This idea is formalized by the concept of a
sub-service.
Definition (Sub-service relation) A service F1 ∈ F[I1 
O1] is a sub-service of a service F2 ∈ F[I2  O2], if F2 is
a service refinement of F1 and we have in addition
dom(F1) ⊆ dom(F2 † (I1  O1))
Then we say that the service F2 offers the service F1 or
that F1 is a sub-service of F2. We write F1 ⊆sub F2, then.
The sub-service relation, in fact, implies service refine-
ment. In other words, the sub-service relation is a spe-
cialization of service refinement.
The refinement relations represent partial orders on
the set of services. One service may be the refinement
of several quite unrelated services.
The sub-service relation is very significant from a
methodological point of view. However, it is only one
example of the many relations that exist and are meth-
odologically useful between services. To give a compre-
hensive set ofmethodologically useful relations between
the services of a system and to specify the precise seman-
tics of these relations is a major piece of work. In the
following we give only formal definitions for some of
these relations.
5.5.4 Vertical relationship between services
The sub-service relation defines a vertical relationship
between two services. We speak of a vertical relation-
ship between a service F2 and F1, if F1 is contained in
some way in the services offered by F2.
In a vertical relationship between services, we are
interested in generalizations and variations of the sub-
service relation. By vertical relationships we get service
hierarchies. The sub-service relation ⊆sub introduced so
far is rather straightforward. Now we study another
more sophisticated vertical relationship between ser-
vices.
Given services F1 ∈ F[I1  O1] and F2 ∈ F[I2  O2],
where I1 subtype I2 andO1 subtype O2 holds and we do
not necessarily (as for the sub-service relation) assume
F2 † (I1  O1) = F1
there exists a subset R ⊆ dom(F2) such that
F1 ⊆sub F2|R
In other words F1 is a sub-service only for input from a
subset of the domain of F2. F1 is then called a restricted
sub-service of F.
Definition (Restricted sub-service relation) Given ser-
vices F1 ∈ F[I1  O1] and F2 ∈ F[I2  O2] where I1
subtype I2 and O1 subtype O2 hold, service F1 is called
a restricted sub-service of the service F2, if there exists a
subset R ⊆ dom(F2) such that
F1 ⊆sub F2|R
F2 is then called a super-service of F1.
Obviously if F1 ⊆sub F2 holds, then F1 is a restricted
sub-service of F2. The reverse does not hold, in general.
The restricted sub-service relation is a much looser
relation than the sub-service relation. There are many
ways in which the delivery of the service F1 as a sub-ser-
vice of F2 may be influenced by themessages outside the
domains of F1 in F2. The key question in the restricted
sub-service relation of a service is how we can get access
to the service F1 in F2. To get such access in F2, we do
not only have to follow the patterns in dom(F1) but also
observe the rules in the histories in R.
5.5.5 Horizontal relationships between services
In this section we discuss horizontal relationships be-
tween services. Informally, a horizontal relationship
refers to a situation where two services are offered side
by side by some super-service. In some cases we can
discuss their relationship independently of the super-
service. Sometimes a particular super-service has to be
considered to study their horizontal relationship.
In a horizontal relationship between two services F1
and F2 we do not deal with sub-service relations (nei-
ther F1 is a super-service of F2 nor vice versa) but with
services that are either independent or where there is
some relationship between these services (called a fea-
ture interaction).
Based on our definition of sub-services we define
the methodologically important notions of combinabil-
ity and independence of services. The definition of com-
binability basically uses the following idea. Two services
are called combinable if there exists a system that offers
both services. This does not mean that the services are
independent. If combinable services share input mes-
sages we cannot select the input triggering the output
for both services independently. The same holds if the
services share output messages.
Definition (Combinability of services) The combinabil-
ity of two services F1 and F2 is formalized as follows.
Services F1 and F2 are called combinable, if there exists
a service F such that:
F1 ⊆sub F ∧ F2 ⊆sub F
Otherwise we speak of feature in-combinability or fea-
ture inconsistency of the services F1 and F2.
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Combinability basically means that the services do
not show contradictory requirements for their output
histories. Services with disjoint sets of channels or dis-
joint sets of input and output messages are trivially com-
binable.Note that combinable servicesmaynevertheless
have joint input and output messages as long as these
messages are processed in a consistent manner. Feature
inconsistency can be seen as a special form of feature
interaction (for details, see [22]).
Often combinability can be achieved by choosing
different representations and channels for the inputmes-
sages. For output messages this may be different. The
two services may have contradictory effects captured by
particular output messages.
Combinability does not imply or guarantee the logi-
cal independency of services. Since combinable services
may share some input and output messages they might
not be independent. A careful investigation shows that
the formalization of the notion of independency of ser-
vices is not obvious. Actually there are several ways in
which we may define the independency of services in a
meaningful and useful way.
A very general and strict notion of independency is
formalized as follows.
Definition (Independent combinability of services) Let
F1 ∈ F[I1  O1] and F2 ∈ F[I2  O2] be combinable
services. The services F1 and F2 are called independently
combinable, if there exists a service F such that F1 ⊆sub F
and F2 ⊆sub F such that for all histories x1 ∈ dom(F1)
and x2 ∈ dom(F2) we have
F(x1 ⊕ x2) = {y1 ⊕ y2 : y1 ∈ F1(x1) ∧ y2 ∈ F2(x2)}
F is called the independent combination of F1 and F2.
Independent combinability of services F1 and F2 means
that we can design a multifunctional system incorporat-
ing both the services F1 and F2 where the selection of
the service F1 by choosing the particular input messages
is completely independent of the selection of service F2
and vice versa. By this definition the independent sub-
services are accessed and offered in a concurrent or an
interleaved manner and do not share any of their input
or output messages. Independent combinability of ser-
vice F1 and of service F2 means that whatever input we
choose for the services F1 and F2 we can get any behav-
ior for service F1. This behavior of F1 does not depend
on the chosen input to trigger the input of the service
F2.
Independent combinability of two services F1 ∈
F[I1  O1] and F2 ∈ F[I2  O2] implies that the two
services are mutually independent. This means that we
do not have to refine or to change the services F1 or F2
to be able to combine them. This independency does not
mean that the input histories of the services are disjoint.
There are situations where a service is only available or
can only be accessed under certain conditions.
Service independency is a very simple and general
notion. However, often services are not mutually inde-
pendent. Independent combinability of services is not
always what is required when combining services into
systems. There are many examples for this fact. If we
change the password, this affects the password service,
if we introduce a new user or delete a user, this may also
affect the communication service or the cash machine
services but not vice versa. This leads to another rela-
tion between services, namely that they may depend on
each other.
5.5.6 Equivalence of services
There are many ways to introduce different concrete
services that in an abstract sense offer the same func-
tionality. The relation
“serviceA is a granularity refinement of service B”
as defined above induces an equivalence relation if we
say “A is equivalent to B” if both “A is a granularity
refinement of B” and vice versa. This relation captures
equivalence of services in terms of different servicemes-
sages, different service access dialogs and different ways
to represent the messages in the input and the output
channels.
Equivalence of services is of major interest not only
from a theoretical point of view but also from a very
practical and methodological point of view. When com-
paringmultifunctional systems it is a practically relevant
question, whether two systems offer the same family of
services modulo the representation of the exchanged
information in terms of their messages.
6 Composition and combination
In this section we study forms of composition for sys-
tems. To cope with large systems, composition should
always be hierarchical. This means that we can com-
pose systems and the composition yields systems that
are units of composition again. As a result we get trees
or hierarchies of subsystems. We study to operations on
systems and system components: composition and com-
bination. In principle, we have introduced both opera-
tions already, when studying
• Functional enhancement by service combination:
the notion of a sub-service yields a notion of a
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de-combination of the functionality of a largermulti-
functional system into a set of sub-services; this leads
again to an operation to compose – we rather say to
combine systems into larger systems,
• System composition: the relationship between archi-
tectures and interfaces as well as state machines; this
yields a form of composition of systems.
The two operations on systems are fundamental in sys-
tem development. Functional enhancement addresses
requirements engineering while system composition
addresses architecture design.
6.1 Functional enhancement: combining services
In principle, there are several ways to combine services
out of given services. First of all we can try to combine
more elaborate services from given ones. In the simple
case we just put together services, which aremore or less
independent within a family of services of a multifunc-
tional system. We have introduced the concept of inde-
pendency of services. In this section we are interested in
a combination of services that are not necessarily inde-
pendent.
Definition (Service combination) The combination of
the two services F1 ∈ [I1  O1] and F2 ∈ [I2  O2] is
only defined if they are combinable; then we denote them,
w.r.t. the subtype relation by
F1 ⊕ F2 ∈ [I  O]
where I is the lub of {I1, I2} and O is the lub of {O1,
O2}. We define F1 ⊕ F2 = F with the service F with the
property
F(x) = {y : y|O1 ∈ F1(x|I1) ∧ y|O2 ∈ F2.(x|I2)}
such that
F1 ⊆sub F ∧ F2 ⊆sub F
F1 ⊕ F2 is called the service combination of F1 and F2.
By service combination we can build up multifunctional
systems from elementary services.
A service provides a partial view of the interface
behavior of a system. The characterization of the ser-
vice domain can be specified and used in service speci-
fications by formulating assumptions characterizing the
input histories in the service domain.
In our interface model a system is a set-valued func-
tion on streams. As a consequence all operations on
sets are available. The interface model forms a com-
plete lattice. This way we can form the union and the
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Fig. 11 MSCs for the component UM
Example (Unreliable medium) We specify an unreli-
able transmission component UM. It receives messages
of type M on channel a and either forwards them on
channel b, sending some acknowledgment to the sender
via channel c, or it may forget them sending a failure
indication message (fim) to the sender. The syntactic
interface of the component UM is described in Fig. 11.
We assume that a message has to be sent twice to be
either transmitted or rejected. This is expressed by the
message sequence charts (MSCs) shown in Fig. 11 (for
details, including notation, see [18]).
The two MSCs translate into the specification
{〈〉} = f¯UM(〈a : m〉)
∧(〈c : ack〉∧〈b : m〉∧f¯UM(x) = f¯UM(〈a : m〉∧〈a : m〉∧x)
∨〈c : fim〉∧f¯UM(x) = f¯UM(〈a : m〉∧〈a : m〉∧x))
This is an example of the composition of two process
descriptions in terms of interface abstractions.
This example shows how to translate a graphical
description technique into logics in terms of our system
model.
6.2 Architecture design: composition of interfaces
Architectures consist of sets of components that are con-
nected via their channels. If these components work to-
gether in interpreted architectures according to their
interface specifications architectures generate behav-
iors. In fact this shows that in architecturedesignwehave
two concepts of composition: the syntactic composition
of syntactic interfaces into uninterpreted architectures
forming data flow nets and the semantic composition of
semantic interfaces in the sense of interpreted architec-











Fig. 12 Parallel composition with feedback
6.2.1 Composing interfaces
Given I/O behaviors with disjoint sets of output chan-
nels (O1 ∩ O2 = Ø)
F1 : I1 → ℘( O1),F2 : I2 → ℘( O2)
we define the parallel composition with feedback as it is
illustrated in Fig. 12 by the I/O behavior
F1 ⊗ F2 : I → ℘( O)
with a syntactic interface as specified by the equations:
I = (I1 ∪ I2)\(O1 ∪ O2),O = (O1 ∪ O2).
The resulting function is specified by the following equa-
tion (herewe assume y ∈ C, where the set of all channels
C is given by C = I1 ∪ I2 ∪ O1 ∪ O2):
(F1 ⊗ F2)(x) = {y|O : y|I = x|I ∧ y|O1
∈ F1(y|I1) ∧ y|O2 ∈ F2(y|I2)}
Here for a channel set C′ ⊆ C we denote for y ∈ C by
y|C′ the restriction of y to the channels in C′.
As long as F1 and F2 have disjoint sets of input and
output channels the composition is simple.Given x1 ∈ I1
and x2 ∈ I2 we get
(F1⊗F2)(x1⊕x2)={y1 ⊕ y2 : y1 ∈ F1(x1) ∧ y2 ∈ F2(x2)}
Now assume
I1 = O1 and I2 = O2 = Ø
We write μ.F1 for F1 ⊗ F2 since F2 is then the system
without input and output. We get I = Ø (μ.F1 has no
input channels) and
μ.F1 = {y : y ∈ F1(y)}
This somewhat special construction shows that compo-
sition with feedback loops corresponds to a kind of fix-
point equation. We call y ∈ F1(y) a fixpoint of F1. Note
in case of a deterministic function f1 : O1 → O1 we get
y = f (y).
The operator is a rather general composition opera-




A more specific operation is sequential composition,
also called pipelining. It is a special case of the composi-
tion operator where O1 = I2 and the sets I1 and O2 are
disjoint. In this case we define
F1 ◦ F2 = F1 ⊗ F2
where the composition is illustrated by Fig. 13.
Pipelining is the special case of composition without
feedback. It can easily be generalized to the case where
the channel sets I1 andO2 are not disjoint. The general-
ized definition reads as follows
(F1 ◦ F2)(x) = {z ∈ F2(y) : y ∈ F1(x)}
This composition is also called relational composition
if F1 and F2 are represented as relational or functional
composition ifF1 andF2 are deterministic and thus func-
tions.
6.2.2 Composition and architecture
Each interpreted architecture (η,O) describes an inter-
face behavior F(η,O) ∈ F[I  O]. This behavior is basi-
cally the composition of all interface behaviors of the
systemsF1,F2,F3, . . . of the architectureF1⊗F2⊗F3 · · · .
This shows that system composition is the basis for
deriving interface behaviors of architectures from the
interface behaviors of the components of architectures.
Example (Giving meaning to message sequence charts
(MSCs))
To show how easy it is in this model to give a pre-
cise meaning, for instance, to MSCs we look at a simple
example.
Let us assume that TR is a deterministic system. Then
it is modeled by a function on streams. The two MSCs
in Fig. 14 are translated into the following equations for
the system TR (for details, including notation, see [18]).
fTR(〈a : m〉) = 〈b : ready〉
fTR(〈a : m〉∧〈c : Y〉∧x) = 〈b : ready〉∧〈d : Y〉∧〈b : m〉∧fTR(x)
fTR(〈a : m〉∧〈c : N〉∧x) = 〈b : ready〉∧〈d : N〉∧fTR(x)
This translation is based on the understanding that, for
every thread in an MSC, incoming arrows denote input
and outgoing arrows denote output.Herewe assume the
system is deterministic in the sense that it reacts to every
input pattern by a uniquely defined output pattern.



















Fig. 14 System architecture and MSCs
MSCs can easily be related to system architectures as
shown in Fig. 14.
This is only one example that demonstrates the flexi-
bility of the system model to give meaning to graphical
description techniques.
7 Modeling time
In this section we show how to model and work with
different time granularities and time scales. We show, in
particular, how we can work with different time scales
for the different componentswithin architectures. This is
of interest when running several functions in multiplex-
ing mode on one hardware node (CPU) with different
sample time requirements.
7.1 Changing the time scale
We first show how to make the time scale coarser.
7.1.1 Coarsening the time scale
Let n ∈ N and C be a set of typed channels; to make the
time scale coarser by the factor n for a channel history
(or a stream)
x ∈ C
we introduce the coarsening function
COA(n) : C → C
defined by (for all t ∈ N):
COA(n)(x).t + 1 = x(t ∗ n + 1)∧ . . .∧ x(t ∗ n + n)
COA(n)(x) yields a history fromhistory xwhere for each
stream associatedwith a channel n successive time inter-
vals are concatenated (abstracted) into one. We forget
about some of the time distribution. The time scale is
made coarser that way.
Time coarsening obviously represents a form of
abstraction. We forget some information about the tim-
ing this way. Distinct histories may be mapped onto the
same history by time-scale coarsening.
It is not difficult to allow even a coarsening factor
n = ∞ in time coarsening. Then an infinite number of
time intervals is mapped into one. Timed streams are
abstracted into untimed streams:
COA(∞)(x) = x
On histories, coarsening is a function that is not injective
and thus there does not exist an inverse.
We generalize the coarsening of the time scale from
channel histories to behaviors. To make a behavior
F : I → ℘( O)
coarser by the factor n, we define the coarsening opera-
tor that maps F onto
COA(F,n) : I → ℘( O)
which is defined as follows
COA(F,n)(x) = {COA(n)(y) : ∃ x′ :
x = COA(n)(x′) ∧ y ∈ F(x′)}
Coarsening maps behavior functions onto behavior
functions. On one hand, coarseningmay introduce some
kind of further nondeterminism and underspecification
into behaviors due to the coarser time scale of the input
histories. Certain different input histories are mapped
by the time coarsening onto the same coarser input his-
tories. Then their sets of output histories are defined by
the union of all their coarsened output histories. In this
way the nondeterminism may grow.
On the other hand some nondeterminism and under-
specification may be removed in behaviors by coarsen-
ing, since different output histories may be mapped by
the time coarsening on the same coarsened output his-
tory.
A special case is the coarsening COA(·), which
abstracts completely away all time information. If the
output of F depends on the timing of the input, then the
coarsening COA(F, ·) introduces a lot of nondetermin-
ism, in general. However, if the output produced by F
does not depend on the timing of the input messages at
all but only on their values and the order in which they
arrive, COA(F, ·) will rather be more deterministic.
If F is weakly causal, the behavior of COA(F,n) is
obviously weakly casual, too. However, strong causality
is notmaintained, in general.Wewill come back tomore
explicit rules of causality and coarsening later.Reactions
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to input at later time intervals may be mapped into one
time interval.
7.1.2 Making the time scale finer
We can also map a history as well as a behavior onto
finer time granularities. Let n ∈ N; to make the time
scale finer by the factor n for a history (or a stream)
x ∈ C
we use the function
FINE(n) : C → ℘( C)
defined by the equation:
FINE(n)(x).t + 1
= {x′ ∈ C : ∀t : x.t = x′.(n∗t + 1)∧ . . .∧ x′.(n∗t + n)}
FINE(n)(x) yields a set of histories where for each time
interval the sequences of messages in this interval are
arbitrarily subdivided into n sequences that are associ-
ated with n successive time intervals. Thus the sequence
on each time interval for each channel is nondeterminis-
tically divided into n sequences. The time scale is made
finer in this way.
Making the time scale finer is a form of concretiza-
tion. Each history is mapped onto a number of histories
by making its time scale finer. Each of these histories
represents one version of the history with the finer time
granularity.
Along this line of discussion another way to define
the function FINE is given by the following formula
FINE(n)(x) = {x′ : COA(n)(x) = x′}
This equation shows more explicitly the relationship
between making the time scale coarser and making the
time scale finer. They are inverse operations. Changing
the time scale represents an abstraction, if we make the
time scale coarser, and a concretization, if we make it
finer.
The idea of making a time scale finer can also be
applied to behaviors. We specify
FINE(F,n)(x) = {FINE(n)(y) : ∃x′ :
x = FINE(n)(x′) ∧ y ∈ F(x′)}
Due to the nondeterminism in the way we make the
time scale finer, there is no guarantee that we get a
higher number of delays in the behaviors when moving
to a finer time scale.
7.1.3 Rules for time scale refinement
Changing the time scale is an operation on histories and
behaviors. In this section we study laws and rules for
changing the time scale.
Our first rules of changing the time scale show that the
functions COA(n) and FINE(n) form refinement pairs
in the sense of granularity refinement:
COA(n)(FINE(n)(x)) = x
x ∈ FINE(n)(COA(n)(x))
In other words, coarsening is the inverse of making the
time scale finer. We observe, in particular, the following
equations
COA(F,n) = FINE(n) ◦ F ◦ COA(n)
FINE(F,n) = COA(n) ◦ F ◦ FINE(n)
The proof is quite straightforward. The equations show
that time refinement in fact is a special case of interac-
tion granularity refinement (see [17]).
Both abstractions and refinements by factors n × m
can be seen as two consecutive refinements by the factor
n followed by m or vice versa.
We get the following obvious rules:
FINE(n ∗ m) = FINE(n) ◦ FINE(m)
COA(n ∗ m) = COA(n) ◦ COA(m)
7.1.4 Choosing the appropriate time scale
We have seen how closely the time scale is related to
the notion of causality. It depends very much on the
time scale if a behavior is causal as well as on the delay
properties of the systems. In a large system with many
components, different time scales may be appropriate
for different subsystems. In this section we therefore
study the following idea of flexible timing.
A complex hierarchical system requires a flexible
timemodel such that its time granularity can be adapted
individually to the needs of its various subsystems.
This leads to an interesting idea: we establish and
model different time scales for the subsystems of a com-
posed system. Then we can choose the time scales in a
flexible way, according to the following observations:
• For each system composed of strongly causal com-
ponents its time delay is greater than the length of
the shortest path of channels through the system of
components.
• Therefore we can coarsen the interface abstraction
of the system by the factor k without losing strong
causality.
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This leads to hierarchical system models that support
local islandsof finer granularity of time.A systemmaybe
composed of many subsystem with their own finer time
scales. To discuss this in detail we first have to introduce
a notion of composition.
7.2 Composition and the choice of the time scale
In this chapter we are interested in the question how
time abstraction and composition fit together. A com-
positional formula should read as follows:
COA(F1 ⊗ F2,n) = COA(F1,n) ⊗ COA(F2,n)
However, this formula does not hold, in general, since
making a behavior coarser is an information loss that
may result in the loss of strong causality and thus may
introduce causal loops. This abstraction is the origin of
the problemswith causal loops in approaches advertised
under the name “perfect synchrony” such asEsterel (see
[7]). Moreover, the individual timing of the subcompo-
nents may be highly relevant for selecting the behaviors
(the output histories).
7.3 Strong causality and compositionality of coarsening
As long as COA(F1,n) and COA(F2,n) are still strongly
causal the equation above holds.
COA(F1 ⊗ F2,n) = COA(F1,n) ⊗ COA(F2,n)
We do not give the proof explicitly here. The proof uses
the stepwise construction of the fixpoint and the fact that
this construction is inductive as long as the behavior is
causal.
However, in contrast to problems when coarsening
the equation
FINE(F1 ⊗ F2,n) = FINE(F1,n) ⊗ FINE(F2,n)
does always hold, if onlyF1 andF2 are time independent.
Moreover, if a system is time independent, then the
following equation is valid
COA(F,n)(COA(n)(x)) = COA(n)(F(x)).
This proposition is proved as follows: a simple compu-
tation shows that
COA(F1,n) ⊗ COA(F2,n) ⊇ COA(F1 ⊗ F2,n).
The reverse holds if both COA(F1,n) and COA(F2,n)
are strongly causal.
Let C1 and C2 be the sets of channels defined by
C1 = O1 ∩ I2, C2 = O2 ∩ I1.
with
O = (O1\C1) ∪ (O2\C2), I = (I1\C2) ∪ (I2\C1)
We get by definition the equation
[COA(F1,n) ⊗ COA(F2,n)](x)
= {y : y|I = x ∧ y|O1 ∈ COA(F1,n)(x|I1) ∧ y|O2
∈ COA(F2,n)(x|I2)}
This proves the validity of the formula above.
A well-known effect of composition of systems is
the accumulation of their delays. This can be explained
nicely for pipelining.
We write delay(F,n) if F is a behavior with a delay by
(at least) n time units. More precisely we define:
delay(F,n) ≡ [∀ x, z, t : x ↓ t = z ↓ t
⇒ (F(x)) ↓ t + n = (F(z)) ↓ t + n]
In other words, F is (weakly) causal if delay(F, 0) holds
and strongly causal if delay(F, 1) holds.
Obviously we have for all n,m ∈ N:
n ≤ m ∧ delay(F,m) ⇒ delay(F,n)
If delay(F,∞) holds then the output does not depend
on the input at all. For a weakly causal system there
is always a maximal number n ∈ N ∪ {∞} such that
delay(F,n) holds. This number is called the guaranteed
delay.
Let the behaviors
F1 : I1 → ℘(O1), F2 : O1 → ℘(O2)
be given. We obtain
delay(F1,m) ∧ delay(F2,n) ⇒ delay(F1 ◦ F2,m + n)
In the case of two strongly causal functions F1 and F2
we get (at least)
delay(F1 ◦ F2, 2)
On one hand this fact is very satisfactory since it leads
to a useful delay calculus (see above).
On the other hand it shows an unfortunate inflexibil-
ity of the design calculus for timed systems. If we want
to represent a function by two functions with pipelining
we always have to accept delay by 2 if the functions are
strongly guarded. In fact, if we insist on a delay less than
2, a system cannot be implemented by a system con-
sisting of two components composed sequentially. This
sounds weird and seems a reason to reject our approach.
However, the operators that change the time granularity
allow us to deal with this issue. If delay(F1◦F2, 2) holds
we may replace F1 ◦ F2 by COA(F1 ◦ F2, 2).
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8 Perspective, related work, summary and outlook
In this final section we put our modeling theory into
perspective with related issues of software and systems
engineering, refer to related work and give a summary
and an outlook.
8.1 Perspective
In this paper we concentrate on the modeling of soft-
ware intensive systems and a theory of modeling. Of
course, when engineering software intensive systems we
cannot work directly with the theory. We need well-
chosen notations, using textual or graphical syntax or
tables. In practical development it helps including nota-
tional conventions to make the presentations of the
models better tractable. Furthermore, we need logical
calculi to prove properties about relationships between
model descriptions. And finally we need tools that sup-
port our modeling theory in terms of documentation,
analysis, verification, and transformation.
Our theory is carefully designed to make such a sup-
port possible and some of what is needed is already
available. There exists a well worked out proof theory
(see [15]) as well as tool support (see [2,3,46]), that
includes a graphical notation for the model views. There
is plenty of research to apply and detail the presented
theory (see [13,14,16,18,28,41]).
8.2 Related work
Modeling has been, is, and will be a key activity in soft-
ware and systems engineering. Research in this area
therefore has always been of major interest for infor-
matics.
Early pioneering work in system and software mod-
eling led to Petri nets (see [39,40]), aiming at highly
abstractmodels for distributed concurrent systems.Early
work based on Petri nets led to data flow models (see
[34]). Another early line of research is denotational
semantics (see [52]) aiming at mathematical models of
programs. Also the work on programming logics (see,
for instance, [27]) always had a flavor ofmodeling issues,
albeit sometimes rather implicit. Also much of the early
work on data structures was a search for the appropriate
models (see [12]).
Very much influenced by work on programming lan-
guage semantics – and also by denotational semantics –
is the work on VDM (see [32]). Other work on formal
specification such as Z (see [51]) and B (see [1]) has also
a modeling flavor, although in this work often mathe-
matical concepts are more explicitly emphasized than
system modeling issues.
Very often in the history of software and systems
engineering, notations were suggested first – of course
with some ideas as to what they expressed – and only
later was it found that giving a consistent meaning to
these notations was much less obvious and much harder
than originally thought. Examples are CCS (see [38]),
CSP (see [30]), where it took several years of
research to comeupwith a reasonable semanticalmodel,
and state charts. Recent examples along these lines are
approaches such as UML (see [19]). This way plenty of
interesting work on modeling was and still is triggered.
Much work in modeling and modeling theory was
carried out by research on formal techniques for dis-
tributed systems. Typical examples are CSP (see [30]),
CCS (see [38]), or more general process algebras (see
[4]), and later Unity (see [20]) as well as TLA (see [35]).
In Unity the underlying model is kept very implicit and
everything is explicitly done by some abstract program-
ming notation and a logical calculus. Nevertheless there
is a state machine model behind Unity. In TLA the
underlying model is explained more explicitly. All these
approaches do not define system views but rather one
systemmodel. Sometimes the systemmodel is enhanced
by a specification framework, which can be understood
as a complementary view. Also general work on tem-
poral logic (see [37]) always included some modeling
research. More recent developments are evolving alge-
bras (see [25]).
Other examples are the so-called synchronous lan-
guages such as Lustre and Signal (see [5]) or Esterel
(see [6,7]). They all aim at programming notations for
real-time computations rather than making their under-
lying models explicit.
A pioneer in modeling with a more practical flavor
is Jackson (see [33]). He related modeling issues with
engineering methods (see also [53]).
Another line of research related to modeling is the
field of architecture description languages (see [24,36]).
Also there we find the discrepancy between a suggestive
notation, an extensive terminology talking about com-
ponents and connectors, for instance, and a poor, often
rather implicit, modeling theory.
A completely different line of research aims at visual
modeling notations. State charts (see [26]) were sug-
gested as a graphical modeling language. It took a while
before the difficulties of giving meaning to these state
charts were recognized.
A quite different approach arose from more-
pragmatic work on system modeling. Graphical
notations were suggested first control flow graphs, later
in SA (see [21]) and SADT (see [42,43]). Early mod-
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eling languages were SDL (see [11,47–49]). Then the
object-oriented approaches (see [31,45]) came, includ-
ing OOD (see [8]), OADT (see [44]), ROOM (see [50])
and many others. Today UML (see [9]) is much advo-
cated, although in many aspects it is just a graphical
notation with many open problems concerning its mod-
eling theory.
None of the approaches explicitly tried to bring to-
gether the different views and to formally relate them
and to introduce, in addition, refinement as an additional
relation between the views.
8.3 Summary and outlook
Why did we present this setting of mathematical models
and relations between them? First of all, we wanted to
show how rich and flexible the tool kit of mathematical
modelling is andhas tobe, andhow farweare in integrat-
ing and relating them. Perhaps it should be emphasized
that we first presented an integrated system model that
was very close to practical approaches such as SDL or
UML where a system is a tree or hierarchy of compo-
nents. In this tree of components the leaves are state
machines. In our case the usage of streams and stream
processing functions is the reason for the remarkable
flexibility of our model toolkit and the simplicity of the
integration.
There are many interesting directions for further re-
search on the basis of the presented theory of modeling.
One direction is to apply it to specific domains; this may
lead to domain-specific modeling languages.
Another interesting issue is the relationship to pro-
gramming languages and standard software infrastruc-
ture such as operating systems. In such an approach it
remains to be worked out how the introduced models
aremapped onto programs that are executed in an infra-
structure of the operating systems and middleware. For
an example in this direction, see [10].
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